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Are you Ready to be Rich?
WELCOME TO THE EVERY TRADER’S GUIDEBOOK. THIS DOCUMENT IS
DESIGNED TO MIMIC THE TRAINING I RECEIVED WORKING AT A
MULTI BILLION DOLLAR HEDGE FUND. DTR HELPS YOU PROFIT WHILE
YOU LEARN. LETS GET STARTED...

WHAT MAKES A GOOD TRADER?
TRADING IS THE MOST HONEST PROFESSION IN THE WORLD. YOU ARE
ONLY JUDGED BY HOW MUCH YOU MAKE OR LOSE. THE MARKET DOES NOT
CARE ABOUT YOUR GENDER, FORMAL EDUCATION, FINANCIAL STATUS, OR
ABILITY TO STOMACH RISK. IT REWARDS AND PUNISHES WITHOUT
PREJEDUCE.

GENERALLY, GOOD TRADERS POSSESS THE FOLLOWING TRAITS:
THEY ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT THE STOCK MARKET, A SECTOR, OR
COMPANY
THEY ARE ABLE TO IDENTIFY PATTERNS VIA CANDLESTICKS, NEWS
EVENTS, PRICE ACTION, OR INDICATORS
THEY ARE FLEXIBLE THINKERS AND ADAPT TO NEW INFORMATION,
EVEN IF IT CHANGES THEIR ORIGINAL THESIS
THEY ARE RELENTLESS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR GOALS AND DO NOT GIVE
UP EASILY

GENERALLY, FAILED TRADERS EXHIBIT THE FOLLOWING TRAITS:
THEY GIVE UP WHEN FIRST CONFRONTED WITH A CHALLENGE
THEY ARE STUBBORN THINKERS AND POSSESS A GO DOWN WITH THE
SHIP MENTALITY
THEY DO NOT TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR OWN DECISIONS AND
PASS BLAME ONTO OTHERS
THEY PURSUE A GET RICH QUICK SCHEME AND USE THE MARKET AS A
LOTTERY

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com and all individuals
affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. The indicators, strategies, columns, articles, live streams, and
tweets, and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice.

DTR Day Trade Checklist
Every good strategy has three main components. Setup,
confirmation, execution. Good traders do not chase trades.
Instead, the hunt strong setups, wait for confirmation, and
then execute without hesitation.

SETUP
Why You Want to take a trade

Confirmation
How you know you are right

Exeuction
How you Manage risk and lock in profit
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SETUP
Why You Want to take a trade
What is it?

Types of Setups

The Setup is Why you want to take a specific
trade. It is not the THE reason you take a
trade. The best setups are simple, repeatable,
and ones you understand. A setup is a
repeatable pattern that has a history of being
profitable. I try Identify setups on the daily or
longer time frame. It helps me reduce the
signal noise and stay aware of the trend.

Pro Tip:

The best setups are identified
premarket. Get your DTR blueprint
emailed to you before market open.

1. Price Action
support and
resistance
pivot points
buy the dip
level 2
key levels

There a million different types of setups and a
million different ways of winning as a trader.
You can apply the Setup, Confirmation,
Execution technique to each type of setup.
There are three main types of setups. Neither of
them is better than other. Pick which one suits
you and become a master at it. I prefer price
action as it keeps things simpler.
1. Based on Price Action
2. Based on Indicators
3. Based on News

2. Indicators

3. News

MACD
EMA Cross
Bollinger Bands
Discord Alerts
Stochastic
Fibonacci

Earnings
Reports
SEC releases
New Product
Release
CNN Report

There isn't one pattern, one type of setup, or one combination of indicators that will ever be
100% correct. Good traders use these tools to create context and help anticipate entry. When
we see a Setup we are not seeing the reason to get into a trade. Instead, we see an area where
we are expecting a reaction. When you get a MACD cross you are anticipating a bullish or
bearish reaction to that cross. A setup is never your reason to enter, it is your reason to start
watching for confirmation.
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Confirmation
How you know you are right
What is it?

Candlesticks

Confirmation is what lets one know if their bullish or bearish
thesis is valid. As a retail trader your job isn't to be first. It is
to be right. If your setup is strong you will see lots of volume
(momentum) step in and protect your thesis.

Bullish Confirmation

I use two pieces of information for confirmation.
1. Candlesticks
2. Volume Profile

Strong -------> Weak
Bearish Confirmation

The Candlesticks and Volume profile should tell you the
same story.

How it Works:
After a strong setup you are
expecting to see a period of relative
strength. Strength can be identified
in multiple ways but most easily
with candlesticks and volume. If a
candle is actually strong it will have
a lot of support (volume) behind it.

Volume Profile
After any setup we want to see momentum coming into the
stock. If momentum is not increasing then one cannot
argue that strength is accumulating and that the setup is
strong. I use the daily time frame for setups and use the 5, 15
and 30 min time frames to identify my confirmation.
Strong Momentum

Weak Momentum

If your setup is strong then you will
see a reaction. After defining what
that reaction looks like (strong
candle + strong volume) you can
can filter out and avoid weak trades.
.

Pro Tip:

You want your setup, candlesticks, and volume to all be telling you the same
story. If something feels wrong it is okay to avoid the trade. I identify all my setups
on the daily time frame and then use the 5, 15, and 30 min time frames to identify
confirmation. Don't chase if it isn't perfect. The strongest trades give you multiple
entries.
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Execution
How you Manage Risk and Lock in Profit
Before entering any trade one must determine their
risk reward profiles, calculate their position sizing, and
define risk.
Risk Management:
1. Never Risk More Than 1% of your
Account per trade
2. Always use a stop loss
3. Only enter Trades with 2:1 Risk Reward
ratios or better. Keep it a numbers game
4. The larger the stop loss the smaller the
position
5. Not every trade will win, make sure you
can trade again tomorrow.

How to Enter Trades:

1st Take Profit
Entry Candle
Entry Target

Defining Risk
Every trader must learn to define risk before
entering any trade. They must define their risk
because it helps you size your positions
accordingly. If you pursue setups with a 2:1 risk
reward or better you will still get PAID on small
position size plays.
My Options Position Sizing Guide:
Full Size = 10% stop loss
Half Size = 20% Stop loss
Lotto Size = 30% Stop loss

Pro Tip:

Stop Loss
Confirmation Candle

Picking Options:
2k Option Volume or Greater.
Pick the strike price with highest volume
DON'T Trade inconsistent option spreads.
2% or less
Use delta to estimate entry price and
stop loss price

Don't trap yourself in low volume high spread contracts. They hurt you on the way
up and on the way down. If the underlying stock is getting a lot of volume then the
options should see lots of flow too.
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Profit While You Learn
DTR is designed to help YOU win. We don't hide behind discord alerts or
private servers. We teach simple, consistent habits that win. Watch every
trade LIVE, as it happens. 100% transparent every time. DTR Members
improve faster and profit sooner using proven hedge fund techniques.

Before DTR

After Joining DTR

*a real member's 1 month improvement with DTR

What Members Say:
"My trading changed overnight with DTR. I was losing money, chasing ideas,
and trading without a plan. I had tried other trading rooms but none are like
DTR. Michael went above and beyond to help me become a winning trader.
Thanks Mike!"
- J.W

"If you want to become a serious trader, you must join DTR. There wasn't a
day that I didn't learn something new since I joined here. Michael is such a
professional, transparent profitable trader that will guide you through
every single step of a winning strategy and a winning mindset. I can't
believe how much I've made in just a few months with DTR!"
- C.S
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The DTR Advantage
DTR

The Day Trading Room
Other trading rooms don't livestream
because they can't show you consistent
results. They don't want YOU to know how
much they lose. DTR Livestreams every
single trade because we win and win often.
Trade with me. In REALTIME.

Daily Stream Schedule
Morning Prep: 9:00am - 9:30am
Market Open: 9:30am-10:30am
Morning Action: 10:30am - 12:00pm
Lunch
Power Hour: 3:00pm - 4:00pm
Market Sign Off: 4pm

SPY

Day Trade with a Pro
Michael has been day trading for 8+
years including 5 years of hedge
fund day trading experience. Come
learn the secrets hedge funds don't
want you to know about.

1 on 1 Coaching
Alerts so you never
miss a trade
Hedge Fund
Strategy Documents

Start your risk FREE trial at
WWW.DTRTRADING.COM
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